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Abstract

The knowledge of interactions between oceanic and atmospheric processes and associated

influence on drought episodes is a key step toward designing robust measure that could support

government and institutional measures for drought preparedness to promote region-specific

drought risk-management policy solutions. This has become necessary for the Congo basin

where the preponderance of evidence from few case studies show long term drying and hydro-

climatic extremes attributed to perturbations of the nearby oceans. In this study, statistical

relationships are developed between observed standardised precipitation index (SPI) and global

sea surface temperature using principal component analysis as a regularization tool prior to

the implementation of a canonical scheme. The connectivity between SPI patterns and global

ocean-atmosphere phenomena were thereafter examined using the output from this scheme

in a predictive framework based on non-linear autoregressive standard neural network. The

Congo basin is shown to have been characterized by persistent and severe multi-year droughts

during the earlier (1901 − 1930) and latter (1991 − 2014) decades of the last century. The

impacts of these droughts were extensive affecting more than 50% of the basin between 1901

and 1930 and about 40% during the 1994 − 2006 period. Analysis of the latest decades

(1994− 2014) show that relative to the two climatological periods between 1931 and 1990, the

Congo basin has somewhat become drier. This likely contributed to the observed change in the

hydrological regimes of the Congo river (after 1994) as indicated by the relationship between

SPI and runoff index (r = 0.69 and 0.64 for 1931− 1990 and 1961− 1990 periods, respectively

as opposed to r = 0.38 for 1991 − 2010 period). Pacific ENSO influences large departures
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in precipitation (r = 0.89) but prediction skill metrics demonstrate that multi-scale ocean-

atmosphere phenomena (R2 = 84%, 78%, and 77% for QBO, AMO, and ENSO, respectively)

significantly impact on hydro-climatic extremes, especially droughts over the Congo basin.

Keywords: ENSO, SPI, rainfall, river discharge, sea surface temperature, climate variability
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1. Introduction

Be it natural or human-induced, droughts are environmental disasters that are sometimes

persistent, with enduring impacts long after their cessation. Such impacts are overtly evi-

denced in reduced water fluxes, famine, low gross domestic product (GDP), food insecurity,

fluctuations in hydro-power systems, and a wide range of other negative impacts including

crop failure, reduced range productivity, and disturbed riparian habitats amongst others (e.g.,

Schroth et al., 2016; Melo et al., 2016; Ndehedehe et al., 2016c; Cenacchi, 2014; Shiferaw

et al., 2014; Mishra and Singh, 2010; Ramarohetra et al., 2013; Brown et al., 2011). For ex-

ample, the pervasive influence of the notorious drought episodes of the early 1980s over much

of Africa, inter alia, led to multiple strings of famines, loss of freshwater stocks, decline of

primary production, widespread desertification, land degradation, and loss of national income

(e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2016c; Knauer et al., 2014; Shiferaw et al., 2014; Freitas, 2013; Tucker

et al., 1991; Wald, 1990; Birkett, 2000). Apart from inducing unusually high atmospheric CO2

growth rates in productive regions, and its other far-reaching long term impacts on ecophys-

iology and ecosystem dynamics (van der Molen et al., 2011), drought events are the world’s

most costly natural disasters. The US, for example, has suffered agricultural losses estimated

at $40 and $30 billion due to the 1988 and 2012 extreme drought events, respectively (Rippey,

2015).

Since the last half of the 20th century, a rise in drought frequency, duration, and severity

has been observed globally (e.g., Spinoni et al., 2014). The anticipated increase in drought

frequency and intensities across the globe under the IPCC-AR4 future climate projections

(e.g., van der Molen et al., 2011) aligns with the proliferation of drought studies across many

regions of the world in recent times (see, e.g., Ferreira et al., 2018; Mpelasoka et al., 2018;

Thomas et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2017; Agutu et al., 2017; Van Loon et al., 2017; Ndehedehe

et al., 2016b,c; Zhang et al., 2016; Li and Rodell, 2015; AghaKouchak, 2015). This litany of

recent reports are indicative of our contemporary perception of the increasing vulnerabilities

of societies to the impacts of extreme climatic conditions. Arguably, the impacts of droughts

on agricultural production systems directly translate into multiple risks for food security and

nutrition in regions heavily reliant on rainfed agriculture and with shared water resources (e.g.,

Ndehedehe et al., 2018a; Ndehedehe, 2017; Agutu et al., 2017). And given that such impacts

are far-reaching, even distant populations are also affected through price volatility and trade

disruption (FAO, 2016). This in turn increases the vulnerability of rural agro-communities

to poverty and other drought related risks. Even though the economic and political basis to
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invest in drought risk reduction are deemed inadequately articulated (Cenacchi, 2014), efforts

to address susceptibility to dangerous climatic thresholds however, have resulted in some

investments in hydraulic and water infrastructures, risk-based decisions, mitigation strategies,

and furtherance of adaptive approaches.

Tracking and predicting ocean-atmosphere interactions and processes associated with drought

episodes nonetheless, can improve our knowledge on drought evolutions and variability in pro-

found ways. Firstly, it can ensure the continued development of infrastructural and economic

instruments to manage and share risks. Secondly, it could also inform government and in-

stitutional efforts in raising the level of drought preparedness and promote region-specific

drought risk-management policy solutions. These solutions may include mitigation strate-

gies and complementary interventions, e.g., insurance programs that could help cushion the

effects of drought risk. Hence, more drought studies are warranted to support specific pol-

icy issues relevant to food security governance (e.g., Pérez-Escamilla et al., 2017), especially

in non-industrialized regions where economic output and national income are considerably

sensitive to hydro-climatic variability (e.g., Schroth et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2014; Cenacchi,

2014; Brown and Lall, 2006; Verdin et al., 2005). Drought developments across the globe have

been linked to several indices of oceanic variability, e.g., ENSO (El-Niño Southern Oscilla-

tion), and other inter-decadal and multi-decadal global climate oscillations (e.g., Ndehedehe

et al., 2017b; Andam-Akorful et al., 2017; Kumar et al., 2013; Rippey, 2015; Sheffield and

Wood, 2008; White et al., 2004). Therefore, in order to manage drought risk caused by these

large scale oceanic-atmospheric signals and improve agricultural production, the knowledge of

space-time variability of extreme weather events is required.

Despite the Congo basin’s significant roles in global climate (e.g., Washington et al., 2013),

the basin, which is the third largest in the world (approximate size of 3.7 million km2), is an

understudied region when it comes to drought-related investigations. A hint of this marginal-

ization is implicitly indicated in Alsdorf et al. (2016), and suggests the Congo basin, despite

the seeming opportunities for hydrology-related research, is apparently less documented unlike

the Amazon basin where a plethora of such studies exist. Although some emerging hydro-

meteorological focused investigations have shown evidence of drying in some sections of the

basin (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2018b; Hua et al., 2016; Zhou et al., 2014), climatological ex-

tremes and historical evolutions of drought episodes in the basin is however, conspicuously

undocumented. The strong ocean-land atmosphere interaction, impact of nearby oceans on

precipitation patterns, and large scale moisture flux convergence, which show considerable
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influence on rainfall seasonality in the Congo basin (Dyer et al., 2017) provide a basis to diag-

nose the contributions of oceanic factors on drought patterns in the region. As drought events

are becoming more unprecedented and complex due to the combined effects of unmitigated

climate change and perceived human factors (e.g., Thomas et al., 2017; Van Loon et al., 2016),

this study explicitly evaluates long term spatial and temporal evolutions of drought patterns

over the Congo basin in an effort to understand significant hydro-climatic shifts in the region.

In this study, the historical space-time evolutions of extreme events (e.g., droughts) be-

tween 1901 and 2014 is analysed over the entire Congo basin for the first time, focusing

on the connectivity of relevant indices of oceanic variability to drought patterns during the

1980 − 2015 period. Specifically, we look at (i) spatio-temporal drought patterns and their

coupled variability with SST anomalies and (ii) the influence of large scale global climate

signals on drought evolutions. The commonly used and WMO (World Meteorological Organi-

sation) recommended drought index, the standardised precipitation index (SPI, McKee et al.,

1993) and the standardised runoff index (SRI) formulated by Shukla and Wood (2008) are

employed as drought indicators. SPI and global sea surface temperature are then integrated

in a statistical predictive framework that combines principal component analysis (PCA, e.g.,

Preisendorfer, 1988), canonical correlation analysis (CCA, e.g., Glahn, 1968; Hotelling, 1936),

and non-parametric autoregressive framework (more details in Section 3) to examine the role

of global climate on drought evolutions in the Congo basin.

2. Data

2.1. Precipitation

The Global Precipitation Climatology Centre (GPCC, Schneider et al., 2014; Becker et al.,

2013) was used in this study to analyse historical hydrological drought over the Congo basin.

The data is a prominent observational reference precipitation data with global coverage that

provides reliable monthly gridded data sets of global land-surface precipitation, covering the

period from 1901 to 2014. The 0.5◦ x 0.5◦ GPCC data was downloaded from the GPCC

site (www.ftp.dwd.de/pub/data/gpcc/html/downloadgate.html). The uncertainties and am-

biguities surrounding the spatial and temporal distribution of rainfall over the Congo basin

(e.g., Washington et al., 2013) has remained an area of disagreement that warrants fur-

ther investigation. Hence, the Climate Research Unit (CRU TS4.01) derived precipitation

(http://badc.nerc.ac.uk/data/cru/) and Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)-based

precipitation (Kummerow et al., 2000) are also compared with GPCC observational reference
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Congo river

The Congo basin 

and environ

Figure 1: Study area showing the Congo basin (i.e., black solid line on the left). The Congo river and its

numerous tributaries (i.e., blue lines on the left) are also indicated. The insert on the right is the spatial

patterns of the leading precipitation mode (data obtained from Global Precipitation Climatology Centre) over

the Congo basin during the 1991 − 2014 period and accounts for a total variability of 55.4%. The dominant

patterns of rainfall (annual variations) increased during the 1931 − 1960 (56.3%) and 1961 − 1990 (57.3%)

periods as opposed to start of the century 1901 − 1930 (51.3%).

using analysis of variance and other evaluation metrics such as the extended triple colloca-

tion (ETC) formulated by McColl et al. (2014). Generally, the evaluation metrics used in

the pre-validation and comparison of GPCC with CRU and TRMM precipitation products

show that the GPCC and CRU are consistent as there are no significant difference in the their

population means at the 95% confidence level (Supporting information, S1). TRMM appeared

to be noisier and showed the highest error variance from the ETC scheme, be it monthly or

at seasonal time scales (Supporting information, S2). The widely used GPCC observational

reference, which is consistent with the CRU gauge data (though with fewer gauge stations)

was therefore used for subsequent analyses.
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2.2. River discharge

GRDC (www.bafg.de/GRDC) based river discharge data observed at the Congo Kinshasa

station was used to study hydrological response of the Congo river to drought conditions.

GRDC has a number of gauges distributed across the basin. GRDC has several discontinuous

and abandoned gauges distributed across the basin, however, the gauge at the Congo river

in Kinshasa station has complete historical data (1903− 2010) with no gaps. This particular

station is one of the most important as multiple sources of discharge from tributaries that

originates from the highlands and mountains of the East Africa Rift, Lake Tanganyika, Lake

Mweru, even up to the Lualaba river, and the central Congo connect with this channel before

reaching the Atlantic ocean (Shahin, 2008). Moreover, Ndehedehe et al. (2018b) showed re-

cently that observed multi-annual changes in the Congo river discharge data from this station

explained more than 80% of variability in the hydrological signal over the Congo basin. Hence,

one can assume that the discharge at Kinshasa station encapsulates most of the flows within

the basin.

2.3. Sea surface temperature

The global sea surface temperature (SST) data (Reynolds et al., 2002) used in this study

(1982 − 2014) was accessed from NOAA’s official earth system research laboratory portal

(http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/gridded/data.noaa.oisst.v2.html). Studies of meteoro-

logical processes have identified the influence of large scale SST anomalies on observed vari-

abilities in rainfall over tropical West and central Africa (see, e.g., Odekunle and Eludoyin,

2008; Farnsworth et al., 2011; Semazzi et al., 1988; Nicholson, 2013). For the three oceans we

have studied (Atlantic, Indian, and Pacific), their influence and contributions to rainfall vari-

ability in central Africa, in addition to the impacts of large-scale atmosphere–ocean systems

through zonal circulations have been reported in previous studies (e.g., Nicholson and Dez-

fuli, 2013; Dezfuli and Nicholson, 2013; Pokam et al., 2012). As reported recently (Cook and

Vizy, 2016), a significant interplay exist between circulation patterns such as the Congo basin

Walker circulation and the Atlantic cold tongue SST. Our motivation therefore to examine

the influence of SST on drought evolutions, is predicated on evidence from the aforementioned

reports that suggest the role of the global oceans in driving precipitation in the region or at

least by indirectly modulating the zonal and local circulation patterns over Equatorial Africa

(Pokam et al., 2014; Nicholson and Dezfuli, 2013; Jury, 2013).
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2.4. Global climate teleconnections

Several prominent indices of oceanic variability associated with the climate variabilities in

the region were used in this study to further examine the role of global climate on droughts

in Congo basin. They include;

(a) Multivariate ENSO Index (MEI)

El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) describes the presence of abnormally warm (El-Niño)

and cold (La-Niña) sea surface temperature anomalies in the eastern Pacific (e.g., Phillips

et al., 2012) and was downloaded from http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/enso/mei/.

(b) Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD)

The Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) is a coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon in the equatorial

Indian Ocean that mainly impacts on the climate of countries around the Indian Ocean

(e.g., Saji et al., 1999). The IOD time series used was obtained from the European Climate

Assessment & Data portal (http://climexp.knmi.nl)

(c) Atlantic Multi-decadal Oscillation (AMO)

The AMO index used in this study was smoothed from the Kaplan SST V2, which is available

for downloaded at NOAA’s website (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/timeseries/AMO/).

It is one of the naturally occurring modes of oceanic variability in the North Atlantic Ocean.

(d) Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM)

The AMM index (Chiang and Vimont, 2004) used in this study was downloaded at NOAA’s

website (http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/data/timeseries/monthly/AMM/). This version is

newly computed from a new dataset.

(e) Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO)

NOAA describes the PDO as a long-lived El Niño-like pattern of Pacific climate variability.

Apart from being associated with rainfall in the Sahel, it is perceived as an irregular oscillation

with unpredictable phase duration, characterised by low frequency variability, and can be em-

ployed for prospective future climate outlook (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2016c). This PDO time

series were downloaded from NOAA’s website (http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/teleconnections).

(e) Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO)
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The QBO used here was calculated from the zonal average of the 30mb zonal wind at the equa-

tor as computed from the NCEP/NCAR Reanalysis and is available at http://www.esrl.noaa.go

v/psd/data/climateindices/list/.

(e) Maiden Julian Oscillation (MJO)

Recent study by Berhane et al. (2015) indicate that not only is the Madden-Julian Oscillation

(MJO, Madden and Julian, 1971) found to influence precipitation extremes during Spring

rains, its impacts on rainfall over a considerable part of Equatorial West Africa were also

observed. The MJO is indeed one of the least studied climate oscillation, which impacts

on West and Central Africa’s meteorological patterns. Further investigations are therefore

necessary to establish its robust connection with the region’s climatology and its potential to

improve actionable forecast information. The MJO data is available at the Climate Prediction

Center (CPC) data portal.

Figure 2: Schematic representation of the methodology and work flow used in the current study. Note that a

number of statistically significant climate modes (based on the various tests mentioned in Section 3.2.2) that

explained considerable proportion in the variability of observed global climate teleconnections (i.e., Section 2.4)

were also identified in the canonical scheme. This is one of the basis for the coupled variability between SPI

and the surrounding oceans reported in the manuscript.
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Table 1: Drought thresholds based on McKee et al. (1993) classification system. The various drought intensities

over the Congo basin using river discharge are also based on these thresholds.

Description Threshold

Extreme wet +2.0 and above

Very wet +1.5 to +1.99

Moderately wet +1.0 to +1.49

Near normal -0.99 to +0.99

Moderate drought -1.0 to -1.49

Severe drought -1.5 to -1.99

Extreme drought -2.0 or less

3. Method

3.1. Drought indices

Drought phenomenon are described using indices, which are usually based on a single

variable such as rainfall and soil moisture. The standardised precipitation index (SPI, McKee

et al., 1993) is employed in this study. Similar to the SPI values of McKee et al. (1993), we

assume that a drought condition occurs when the drought index is consistently negative and

reaches a value of -1. The adopted threshold supports the characterization of hydrological

drought episodes in the region based on the SPI 12 month aggregation. The different drought

categories used for interpretation, which correspond to the thresholds used in SPI are given

in Table 1. The SPI implemented here uses an empirical probability method to derive a non-

parametric standardised index following Farahmand and AghaKouchak (2015) and Hao and

AghaKouchak (2014) and is given as

p(xj) =
mj − 0.44

n+ 0.12
, (1)

where n is the sample size, i represents the rank of non-zero precipitation data starting from

the smallest while p(xj) is the corresponding empirical probability. Eqn 1 is transformed to a

standardised index as

SI = φ−1(p) (2)

where φ is the standard normal distribution function and p is the probability obtained from

Eqn 1. Our choice of SPI in this study as an appropriate indicator to understand the spatio-

temporal evolutions of drought patterns is based on the assumption that drought is primarily
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driven by precipitation deficits (e.g., Spinoni et al., 2014). However, the standardised runoff

index (SRI, Shukla and Wood, 2008) is also constructed using Eq. 2 in order to evaluate the

response of the Congo river to strong precipitation deficits over the Congo basin.

Furthermore, diversity in landscapes, influence of topography, uncertainties in some climate

data, indices of oceanic variability, and the combined impacts of human-water management and

climate change amongst others, have resulted in the quest for suitable and improved drought

indicators (see, e.g., Ferreira et al., 2018; Van Loon et al., 2017; Agutu et al., 2017; Ndehedehe

et al., 2016b, 2017a; AghaKouchak, 2015; Spinoni et al., 2014; Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010a).

For example, Vicente-Serrano et al. (2010b) argued that Palmer drought severity index lacks

the multiscalar character required not only to understand the effect of droughts on different

hydro-ecological systems but for the characterisation of other forms of drought, thereby in-

troducing the standardized precipitation evapotranspiration index (SPEI). The SPEI, which

combines precipitation and potential evapotranspiration in a water balance framework (see,

Vicente-Serrano et al., 2010a,b) was therefore compared with the SPI over the Congo basin

during the entire period (1901 − 2013) using correlation analysis. Our comparison of the 12

month scale SPEI (http://digital.csic.es/handle/10261/153475) with SPI for different clima-

tological periods are largely consistent (Supporting Information, S3) but the need for further

assessment of the role of evapotranspiration (ET) as a significant driver of hydro-climatic ex-

tremes for few locations in the basin is echoed. The nature of these associations between SPI

and SPIE in some of those locations during these different time periods could be due to the

perceived influence of land surface conditions and perhaps other drivers or the fact that gauge

distributions used in CRU and GPCC differ over time. Exploring the suitability of SPEI over

the Congo basin to understand the complex eco-hydrological response and natural systems

to precipitation deficit over different time scales is essential but it is beyond the scope of the

current study and could be the focus of a future investigation.

3.2. Multivariate techniques

The methodology and work flow used in this study is illustrated and summarised in Fig. 2.

3.2.1. Spatial and temporal SPI evolutions

The principal component analysis (PCA, e.g., Jolliffe, 2002) was introduced in drought

studies by Karl and Koscielny (1982) who analysed long term Palmer Drought Severity Indices

over the United States. Because of growing multiple climate signals around the globe, the

interest in regionalising hydro-climatic signals is increasing (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2017b).
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This resulted in several robust applications of PCA in the identification of spatio-temporal

drought patterns around the globe (see, e.g., Agutu et al., 2017; Ivits et al., 2014; Bazrafshan

et al., 2014; Santos et al., 2010; Bonaccorso et al., 2003), and in the analysis of rainfall and

geophysical data (e.g., Montazerolghaem et al., 2016; Ndehedehe et al., 2016a; Sanogo et al.,

2015; Mohino et al., 2011). Its potential in linking large scale agricultural droughts in Europe to

climate oscillations and atmospheric blocking (Kurnik et al., 2015) makes it the new normal and

an effective tool not only in drought studies but in diagnosing the impacts of large scale oceanic

atmospheric predictors and global teleconnection patterns on drought evolutions and observed

variability in seasonal rainfall patterns (e.g., Montazerolghaem et al., 2016; Nicholson, 2014).

In this study, the method was used to decompose the gridded time series of computed SPI

(XSPI) at 12 month scale into leading orthogonal modes (i.e., temporal and spatial patterns).

Given a centered matrix of SPI values as X= [x(pk, t)] where pk is space locations; k = 1, 2,

. . ., Nx, which are the number of spatial locations for X, and t is the time (monthly) step

from 1901 − 2014. The PCA technique decomposes the SPI fields into spatial and temporal

series as,

X(t) =
N∑
k=1

a(k)pk (3)

where a(k)(t) are the temporal series also called expansion coefficients (or sometimes standard-

ised scores) and pk are the corresponding spatial patterns (empirical orthogonal functions-

EOF loadings). The leading SPI orthogonal modes are the first few pairs obtained from the

PCA method. Each principal component represents a fraction of the total variation (i.e.,

λ1 ≥ λ2 ≥ λ3...λk) that is proportional to the amount of covariance in time explained by each

eigenvector (spatial loadings). The total variance Vk, is estimated as

Vk =
λi∑k
i=1 λk

× 100%. (4)

The first PCA mode usually accounts for the highest variability in the data and is usually an ap-

proximation of large scale average while the remaining PCA modes describe other variabilities,

e.g., trends and other large scale contrasts with dipoles and loadings (e.g., Montazerolghaem

et al., 2016). For the purpose of physical interpretability, we have focused on three spatio-

temporal modes of SPI evolutions over the Congo basin. However, in the pre-implementation

of the canonical correlation analysis scheme (Section 3.2.2), which attempts to connect SPI

evolutions with oceanic processes, the PCA technique was rather employed as a regularization

tool to minimize the noise in the data (see details in the next section). On the sptio-temporal
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consistency of SPI and SPEI between 1901 and 2013, this was assessed using simple correla-

tion while GPCC precipitation was compared to those of CRU and TRMM using the extended

triple collocation method and analysis of variance (Fig. 2).

3.2.2. Interrelationship between global SST patterns and SPI evolutions

To examine the interrelationship between global SST anomalies and SPI over the Congo

basin, canonical correlation analyses (CCA, e.g., Graham et al., 1987; Bretherton et al., 1992;

Glahn, 1968; Hotelling, 1936) was employed. Not only does the CCA method limits the prob-

ability of committing Type 1 error (Sherry and Henson, 2005), it is more efficient and robust

in extracting relationships and diagnosing aspects of the coupled patterns in two multivariate

fields, (e.g., Wilks, 2011; Graham et al., 1987; Glahn, 1968). In order to identify a linear com-

binations of two variable that are maximally correlated, CCA implements a simple bivariate

correlation between a predictand and synthetic predictor variable somewhat similar to Pearson

correlation (Sherry and Henson, 2005; Bretherton et al., 1992). That is, it seeks fi and qi,

such that observed correlation between individual and successive pairs of fi x and qi y are

maximized. For instance, consider two multivariate datasets

x(t) = xi,j , i = 1, 2, 3..., nx j = 1, 2, 3..., nh, (5)

and

y(t) = yi,j , i = 1, 2, 3..., ny j = 1, 2, 3..., nh, (6)

Assuming the means of x and y have been removed, then

u = f′x′ v = q′y. (7)

The correlation is given as

r =
cov(u, v)√
var(u)var(v)

=
cov(f ’ x, q’ y)√
var(u)var(v)

=
f′cov(x,y)g√

var(f ’ x)var(q’ y)
, (8)

maximum correlation between the canonical correlation coordinates (u and v) is desired by

selecting f and q to maximize r. The maximization problem can be solved following a clas-

sical approach where the weight vectors are obtained using Lagrange multipliers or through

a regularization approach where the original data is compressed through orthogonalization

(pre-filtering) using the PCA concept (e.g., Bretherton et al., 1992; Barnett and Preisendor-

fer, 1987). For climate data and geophysical time series, it is a standard practice to prefilter

the data (x and y) before applying CCA, mostly because the large spatial fields cause diffi-

culty in inverting the matrices and in the eigenvalue problem, leading to instabilities in the
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CCA solution (see, e.g., Singh et al., 2012; Repelli and Nobre, 2004; Yu et al., 1997; Shabbar

and Barnston, 1996). As this is one of the potential drawbacks to CCA implementation for

highly inter-correlated data fields, prefiltering the original data series (x and y) as suggested

by Barnett and Preisendorfer (1987) has several advantages. It eliminates noise, reduces the

number of degrees of freedom in each field, invoke the principle of parsimony relevant to statis-

tical modelling, and above all, it ensures that the resulting CCA modes are more stable with

respect to sampling variability (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2018b; Bretherton et al., 1992; Graham

et al., 1987; Barnett and Preisendorfer, 1987). Using Eqn. 3 above to regularize (filter) xSPI

and ySST , the filtered components (x́ and ý) are given as

x́ = [a′1, ..., a
′
mx

]′, ý = [b′1, ..., b
′
my

]′, (9)

where the first few modes of mx and my are retained as the leading PCA modes. The dimension

reduction of these dataset (original data) through the truncation of their principal components

prior to CCA may be somewhat subjective and unorthodox, hence, readers are advised to see

Livezey and Smith (1999) for further guidelines and considerations. The significant modes

of variability for rainfall and SSTs from the respective oceans used in CCA were identified

using a scree plot analysis (Martinez and Martinez, 2005). The CCA scheme was then used

to transform x́ and ý into new sets of variables, the canonical variates (αm and βm) defined

by the dot product as (e.g., Wilks, 2011)

αm = d′mx́ =

nx∑
i=1

dm,i x́i, m = 1, ...,min(nx, ny) (10)

βm = h′mý =

ny∑
i=1

hm,j ýj , m = 1, ...,min(nx, ny) (11)

where d′m and h′m are the canonical vectors (or canonical patterns) and nx and ny are elements

of the concatenated vectors of the filtered data (x́ and ý). The grid points of x́ and ý need not

be the same in the canonical model as d′mx́ and h′mý have nx and ny elements, respectively.

Consequently, the number of pairs, M , that can be obtained from the canonical variates (αm

and βm) will depend on the smaller dimension between x́ and ý, i.e., M=min(nx, ny). The

correlation c = [c1, c2, ...., cn] are the canonical correlations between the canonical variates

(predictand and predictor variables) for the retained CCA modes and indicates that each

successive pairs of canonical variates exhibits smaller correlation than the previous pair. Also,

note that the canonical vectors are chosen to maximise correlations with the resulting canonical

variates (e.g., Wilks, 2011). The association between the canonical vectors results in the
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canonical variates having the properties, c1 ≥ c2 ≥ .....,≥ cn and

c(αm, βm) =


rCm, k = m

0, k 6= m,

(12)

c(αk, αm) = c(βk, βm) = 0, k 6= m. (13)

Assuming the matrices [Sx, Sy] and [Sx, Sy] represent the covariances for different combinations

of the elements of x́ and ý and also related as [Sx, Sy]= [Sy, Sx]′, then the observed variance

(ξ) for the canonical model is given as (see, Wilks, 2011)

ξ(αm) = d′m[Sx, Sx]dm = ξ(βm) = h′m[Sy, Sy]hm = 1, m = 1, ...,M (14)

The canonical variates (αm and βm) are the projections of the regularised components (x́ and

ý) on to the canonical vectors (d′m and h′m). These canonical vectors are thereafter translated

into corresponding spatial maps (i.e., for the predictands and predictors) to show ways in

which the original variables contribute to the canonical variables. These spatial maps are

referred to as g − map (predictor map) and h − map (predictand map) (e.g., Barnett and

Preisendorfer, 1987) and are used to investigate the regions of variability in the predictor

fields that are strongly associated with the variability of the predictand fields (e.g., Repelli

and Nobre, 2004).

To determine the choice of the threshold for the number of statistically significant canonical

modes, a number of test statistics were employed. In particular, the F statistics, chi square and

Wilks’s lambda criterion (Kshirsagar, 2006) were employed to test the statistical significance

of the canonical modes returned by both rainfall and SST anomalies from each ocean. The

Wilks’s lambda (Λ) is defined as (Kshirsagar, 2006),

Λ =
|A|

|A+B|
, (15)

were A and B are two independent Wishart matrices of order p, with probability den-

sity functions W(A|n − q|Σ) and W (B|q|Σ), respectively, where W (A|n − q|Σ) stands for

constant|A|[(n−q)−p−1]/2 exp[−1/2 Σ−1A]. n is the sum of the d.f.’s of A and B, q is the

d.f.’s of matrix B, and p the order of the matrices. Whereas (n− q) and q are the degrees of

freedom of the two independent matrices A and B, respectively, Σ is the parameter matrix of

the Wishart distributions. The probability value (ρ) for the full CCA model was also used to

accept or reject the null hypothesis (rc = 0) and conclude if there is any association between

SPI evolutions and SST anomalies.
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3.2.3. Prediction and connection between drought index and multi-scale climate drivers

While the characteristics of the leading modes of SPI are analysed using PCA, their connec-

tions to indices of oceanic variability are diagnosed by employing the CCA technique. Based

on this diagnosis, a standard ANN autoregressive framework that incorporates these indices

as predictors is introduced to predict future SPI temporal patterns. To this end, our inputs

to the neural network framework were dominant SPI mode and the large scale climatic drivers

identified from the main portion of the canonical model that showed significant relationship

with well known climate oscillations (cf. Fig. 2). Some of these climatic drivers, e.g., ENSO,

IOD, and AMO are primary drivers that also describe the properties of rainfall variability

in the African sub-region. For example, the pervasive influence of equatorial Pacific and the

Atlantic oceans on inter-annual variability of rainfall in Central Africa was reported by Balas

et al. (2007). And even more recently, Dyer et al. (2017) drew attention to the fact that large-

scale circulation patterns over the Indian Ocean are significant dominant moisture sources

for the Congo basin. Hence, these climate modes and those whose perceived influence in the

African sub-region have been reported (Section 2.4) are included in the predictive framework.

The association between inputs (y1, y2, y3...yn) and outputs (yt) in a standard neural network

model can be represented mathematically as (e.g., Khashei and Bijari, 2010)

yt = w0 +

q∑
j=1

wj .g(w0,j +

n∑
i=1

wi,j . yt−i) + εt, (16)

where wj (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, ..., q) and wi,j (i = 0, 1, 2, 3..., n, j = 1, 2, 3, ..., q) are the model param-

eters referred to as the connection weights; n and q are number of input nodes and hidden

nodes, respectively. Other implementation details and choice of activation functions can be

found in Zhang et al. (1998) and Khashei and Bijari (2010). In a typical ANN forecasting

problem, the inputs are usually the predictor (independent) variables while the outputs are

dependent variables similar to a non-linear regression model. This relationship as modelled in

Eqn. 16 can be further simplified as (e.g., Zhang et al., 1998).

γ = f(ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ..., ζn), (17)

where γ is the dependent variable and ζ1, ζ2, ζ3, ..., ζn are n predictor variables. But when the

ANN is a prototype of the non-linear autoregressive model, the inputs variables are the past

observations of the time series while outputs are the future values. The functional mapping is

γt+1 = f(γt, γt−1, γt−2, ..., γt−n), (18)
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where γt is the observation for time t. As opposed to the nonlinear autoregressive neural

network, this study employed the non-linear autoregressive with exogenous inputs (NARX)

detailed in Lin et al. (1996). The NARX belongs to a prominent class of discrete-time non-

linear systems that derive future values of the time series based on previous data points of the

original time series, in addition to an external data (e.g., Ruiz et al., 2016; Lin et al., 1996).

For example, NARX predicts time series βSPI at a time (t) using the past values (p) of series

βSPI and another external series µIndices. In other words, the model takes in one input time

series for SPI at time t− 1, β(t− 1), and another input with exogenous components (climate

modes) at time t− 1, µ(t− 1). This results in a single forward predicted output series βSPI .

This is modelled in Eqn 19 as,

βSPI(t) = h(µ(t− 1), µ(t− 2), ..., µ(t− k), β(t− 1), β(t− 2), ..., β(t− p) + ε(t)), (19)

where the function h is unknown in advance, ε(t) is the error term, and the objective of the

neural network training is to approximate the function through network optimization of the

weights and neuron bias (e.g., Ruiz et al., 2016). It should be noted that the neural network

system evaluates each run of the experiment using regression by splitting the first components

of the data internally into training, validation, and testing components (i.e., 70%-30% of the

total data). The other part of the data are thereafter used for the forward prediction based

on the hold-out method of cross-validation (e.g., Haley, 2017). In order words, both the SPI

and climate modes used for simulation and training were 372 time steps, i.e., from 1981−2012

different from the remaining part used for prediction in a closed loop mode. To further examine

the teleconnections and potential influence on the evolutions of SPI, the predicted and validated

SPI evolutions are compared with the estimated climate modes described in Section 2.4 using

Pearson correlation and coefficient of determination (R2). This is different from the analysis

in Section 3.2.2 where the canonical scheme was used to formulate the relationship between

SPI patterns and observed climate modes from SST anomalies of the three oceans.

4. Results

4.1. Drought evolutions during the 1901-2014 period

4.1.1. SPI spatio-temporal patterns

Prior to implementing the canonical scheme, the pre-orthogonalization (regularization)

results of SPI using PCA yielded several significant orthogonal modes of variability. The

temporal and spatial evolutions of SPI signals (1901−2014) over the Congo basin are captured
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Figure 3: Leading modes of spatial and temporal SPI patterns over the Congo basin. The EOFs are loadings

showing spatial patterns of SPI (right) while the corresponding PCs are temporal variations (left). The SPI

time series (red) are filtered to cushion the effect of residual short term seasonal signals and also for better

representation. The SPI is computed using GPCC-based precipitation for the entire period (1901 − 2013).

in three dominant modes of variability that represent a total variability of 29.3% (Fig. 3). As

summarised in Table 2, the observed variability in the evolutions of leading SPI modes over the

Congo basin for the four climatological periods are different. They are particularly found to be

strongest during periods with severe and frequent drought events (i.e., during the 1901− 1930

and 1991 − 2014 periods as shown in Table 2). During these two periods (1901 − 1930 and

1991 − 2014) when drought events are significantly notable, especially for the dominant SPI

mode (PC1, Fig. 3), the three leading SPI modes accounted for a total variability of 45.5%

and 43.1%, respectively (Table 2) as opposed to other climatological regimes. Specifically, the

temporal patterns of SPI corresponding to EOF loadings in the south-western region of the

basin (PC1, Fig. 3) suggest that drought events were not only severe but also prevalent and

frequent mostly during the 1901 − 1920 and 1990 − 2010 periods. Notably, the period with

the longest drought duration and other prominent drought events of the last decade (between

2003 and 2007) are observed during the 1991−2001 period (PC1, Fig. 3) when SPI variability
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Table 2: Observed variability (%) in the evolutions of leading SPI modes over the Congo basin in different

climatological regimes during the century (1901 − 2014).

PCA mode 1901− 1930 1931− 1960 1961− 1990 1991− 2014 1901− 2014

PC/EOF 1 21.0 11.8 15.7 22.4 14.6

PC/EOF 2 13.0 9.7 9.1 12.8 8.6

PC/EOF 3 10.5 7.5 7.8 7.9 6.1

Total 44.5 29.0 32.6 43.1 29.3

Figure 4: Analysis of areas under drought over the Congo basin between 1901 and 2013. The affected areas

(%) are characterized based on the classification indicated in Table 1.

is the strongest (Table 2). Extreme wet periods of 1925/1926 and 1960−1964 are not only the

wettest (PC1, Fig. 3) in the century but also consistent with evolutions of SRI (Section 4.1.2).

SPI spatial patterns corresponding with the second and third PCs (Fig. 3) show large scale

contrast with dipole patterns (Fig. 3). These patterns are somewhat distinct but moderately

strong in the south-eastern (EOF2, Fig. 3) and northern (EOF3, Fig. 3) sections of the basin

as opposed to other catchments. Although drought frequency is relatively higher in the south-

eastern region of the basin (PC2/EOF2, Fig. 3) as opposed to south-western part (PC1/EOF1,

Fig. 3), SPI time series in the last decade has shown consistent increase with a considerable
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wet period observed between 1998 and 1999 in the south-eastern flank of the basin (PC2,

Fig. 3). Overall, the regionalization of SPI signals over the basin confirm that most severe

and extreme drought conditions occurred at the start of the century although droughts of the

last 2 decades in south-western section and Central Africa (CAR) are also obvious (PC1 and

PC3, Fig. 3). The preponderance of wet episodes from the leading SPI modes over the Congo

basin (PC1-PC3, Fig. 3) nonetheless, are very typical of humid tropical ecosystems largely

characterised by strong amplitudes of annual and seasonal rainfall.

Figure 5: Relationship between dominant SPI modes and SRI (1903 − 2010) during different climatological

periods (i.e., for a 30-year interval except for the 1991 − 2010 period) based on Pearson correlation (r). The

SRI is formulated similar to SPI, which uses an empirical probability method mentioned in Section 3.1.

4.1.2. Drought intensities

The temporal distribution of various drought intensities, for example, severe and extreme

drought conditions over the Congo basin are conspicuously moderate or probably less (Fig. 4).

Despite the enduring nature of droughts between 1991 and 2001 (PC1, Fig. 3), they were

not as widespread as the extreme droughts in 1902 and 1914, which affected at least 50% of

the entire basin (Fig. 4). Similar drought intensity but with less coverage (40%) repeated in

1994 and 1998 and is also observed between 2004 and 2006 (Fig. 4), one of the recent and

widely acknowledged hydrological drought period in the basin. The evolutions of different

drought intensities in the Congo basin certainly does not have large coverage as opposed to

some neighbouring countries of the basin in East Africa where the percentage of areas affected
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by similar drought intensities exceeded 75% for some prominent drought years (Agutu et al.,

2017). The predominance of moderate drought events over the period in the Congo basin has

remained static, largely affecting about 10% of the basin as opposed to the coverage extent of

extreme drought, which fluctuates between 50% at beginning of the century and 40% between

1994 and early 2006 (Fig. 4). A critical consideration of the last 30 years (between 1984 and

2014) show that reoccurring severe and extreme drought episodes have affected on the average

at least 30% of the Congo basin (Fig. 4). The south-eastern end of the basin, which appear to

be the main source of nourishment due to large amplitudes of rainfall (Supporting information,

S4) indicates an increasing and considerable strong positive SPI values (wet conditions) since

1994 (PC2/EOF2, Fig. 3). However, a holistic assessment of Fig. 4 could imply the hydrological

conditions of the basin between 1984 and 2015 have been relatively unfavourable and would be

consistent with some recent reports on the basin’s terrestrial hydrology (e.g., Ndehedehe et al.,

2018b). We believe that comparatively, based on the evolving patterns of drought intensities

after 1918 (Fig. 4), the Congo basin may be getting drier. For instance, between 1920 and

1990 (about 70 years), extreme droughts only affected about 20% of the basin on the average

on five different occasions (1949, 1958/59, 1972/73, 1978, and 1983/84, Fig. 4). But during the

1991−2014 period (i.e., 23 years), about 30% of the basin on the average has been affected by

extreme drought on 6 separate occasions (1994/1995, 1998, 2004, 2005/2006, 2010, and 2012,

Fig. 4). This increasing intensity in extreme drought episodes can as well be deduced from

the dominant SPI mode shown in PC1 of Fig. 3. Consistent with this study, this same period

(1991 − 2014) was characterised by widespread declines in surface vegetation greenness that

coincided with decrease in terrestrial stored water, rainfall, and above ground woody and leaf

biomass water content (Zhou et al., 2014). As a side observation, we note that prior to the

decomposition of the SPI signals, the leading rainfall mode over the Congo basin varied less

during the 1991−2014 period (55.4%) unlike the 1931−1960 (56.3%) and 1961−1990 (57.3%)

periods (see insert of Fig. 1). Add to that, multi-annual rainfall signals declined steadily from

16.5% at the start of the century (1901 − 1930) to 13.6% in the 1991 − 2014 period. It can

therefore be argued that meteorological signals in the basin between 1991 and 2014, be it short

or long term, have shifted significantly.

4.1.3. Time series of SRI

The impacts of drought on the flow regime of the Congo river is also evaluated by comparing

the leading SPI temporal patterns (PC1, Fig. 3) with time series of SRI. There is an interesting
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distinction between the relationship of SRI with the former during the period. On the one hand,

SRI is significantly correlated with SPI (r = 0.69 and 0.64, p < 0.05) in climatological periods

(1931 − 1990 and 1961 − 1990, respectively) with high positive amplitudes (wet episodes)

of SPI (Fig. 5). On the other hand, though significant, SRI is weakly associated with SPI

(r = 0.47 and 0.38, p < 0.05) during periods when the preponderance of SPI values indicate

drought conditions (1903 − 1930 and 1991 − 2010) (Fig. 5). The relationship between SPI

and SRI is poorest during climatological period (1991-2010) when drought was severe and

persistent (r = 0.38). During this period, specifically between 1995 and 1999 (Fig. 5), SRI

indicated positive values (except 1998) contrary to SPI, which showed drought condition.

However, contrariwise to observed relatively higher correlations between SPI and SRI during

wet periods (Fig. 5), for the entire period (1903 − 2010), SPI temporal pattern is modestly

associated with SRI (r = 0.51).

The considerable variability in the temporal evolutions of SRI over the Congo basin are

largely defined by changes in precipitation patterns and other land surface conditions such as

temperature extremes, evapotranspiration rates and perhaps land use change. While other

factors will be discussed later, a synoptic assessment of SRI and SPI largely suggests that

overall, rainfall was the main driver of hydrological conditions of the basin between 1903 and

1990 (Fig. 5). Alsdorf et al. (2016) noted the strong variability in Congo river’s discharge

between 1960 and 1995, but also reported a 21% increase in the Congo river discharge during

the 1960− 1970 period. As shown in Fig. 5, SPI was considerably associated with SRI during

this particular decade (1960 − 1970 ), suggesting that increased rainfall led to a rise in the

Cong river discharge. The consistent fluctuations observed in both time series of SPI and

SRI, especially between 1930 and 1985 changed after 1994 (Fig. 5). SRI remained consistently

positive showing wet episodes after 1995 until 2000 (except 1998) while SPI was largely negative

during the same period (Fig. 5). Whereas one month lag exists between rainfall and the Congo

river discharge for maximum association (Ndehedehe et al., 2018b), this is not the case as there

is an absolute shift in hydrological response of the Congo river after 1994.

4.2. Coupled variability of spatio-temporal SPI patterns with SST anomalies

The CCA diagnostics confirm the positive interplay between interactions of ocean pertur-

bations with meteorological processes in the Congo basin. The observed coupled modes of

CCA based on SPI and SST are significant (except the third CCA modes of the Indian and

Pacific oceans) based on the Wilks’s lambda criterion, F statistics, and Chi square statistics
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Figure 6: Leading canonical modes of SST over the Atlantic Ocean and SPI over the Congo basin during

the 1982 − 2014 period. The canonical component time series of SST (predictors) and SPI (predictands) are

in normalised units (left). The SPI spatial patterns (middle) are in standardised unit while SST loadings

(anomalies) have been adjusted to their original unit (right). Their variances (%) explained in percentages are

also indicated.

Figure 7: Leading canonical modes of SST over the Indian Ocean and SPI over the Congo basin during the

1982− 2014 period similar to Fig. 6 above. The variance (%) explained by each canonical mode in percentages

is also indicated.

(Table 3). Figs. 6-8 show that coupled mode of observed variability in droughts over the Congo

basin are linked to tropical SST fluctuations. Strong canonical positive loadings (warming) in

the north Atlantic ocean are potential predictors of variability in SPI variations in the basin

(CCA-1, Fig. 6). The leading CCA mode indicated in Fig. 6, accounting for 24.7% of the total

variability in Atlantic ocean is dominated by Atlantic Meridional Mode (AMM) and Atlantic

Multi-decadal Mode (AMO) signals. The temporal patterns corresponding to the spatial maps
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Figure 8: Leading canonical modes of SST over the Pacific Ocean and SPI over the Congo basin during the

1982 − 2014 period similar to Figs. 6 and 7 above. The variance (%) explained by each canonical mode in

percentages is also indicated.

of SST in this mode are highly correlated (r = 0.87) and indicate (i.e., predictors) significant

relationship with AMM (r = 0.72) and AMO (r = 0.65) (Table 4), suggesting these two os-

cillations are prominent climate forcing and oceanic indices of variability related to extreme

weather fluctuations in the basin. Note that all three CCA modes from the Atlantic ocean

show significant relationship with SPI unlike Indian ocean and Pacific oceans where only two

statistically significant modes from each of the oceans were found (Table 3). The observed

cooling of the north and south Atlantic ocean (predictor) also show strong interactions with

SPI loadings, which show spatial structure similar to seasonal rainfall in the basin (CCA-2,

Fig. 6). Whereas the temporal series of the second CCA mode (CCA-2, Fig. 6) are also well

correlated (r = 0.76), the third CCA mode explain some variability in ENSO (r = 0.40),

Pacific Decadal Oscillation-PDO (r = 0.40), and other teleconnections (Table 4).

Observed dipole pattern in the first CCA mode over the Indian ocean is considerably

associated (r = 0.76) with SPI signal in the Congo basin (Table 3 and CCA-1, Fig. 7). This

dipole pattern of the Indian ocean impacts considerable sections of the north and central

Congo basin. Even the second CCA mode also show some weak dipole patterns that are

fairly associated (r = 0.60) with SPI (Table 3 and CCA-2, Fig. 7). The Indian ocean only

show moderate association with SPI over the basin and does not act alone as it only play

complementary role. In Table 4, the canonical variates (predictor time series of the Indian

ocean) are modestly correlated with Indian Ocean Dipole-IOD, ENSO, and Madden Julian

Oscillation-MJO. Contrary to the Atlantic and Pacific oceans where the dominant signals are
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Table 3: Statistical significance test for the canonical correlation model. The test is based on Wilk’s lambda

(λ) criterion, F -statistics, and chi squared (χ2). Observed canonical correlation (Canon. correlation) from

the CCA model for the canonical variates (U and V ) is indicated. The significance (Sig.) of F , χ2, and the

probability values (ρ) of the model are used in accepting or rejecting the null hypothesis (i.e., rc = 0) that there

is no association between each pair of canonical variates (i.e., the predictor-SPI and the predictand-SST).

Variable Wilk’s (λ) F χ2 Canon. correlation Sig. of F Sig. of χ2 ρ (model)

Atlantic Ocean SST vs SPI

CCA-1 0.036 4.52 1184.99 0.87 0.000 0.000 0.000

CCA-2 0.145 2.89 690.39 0.76 0.000 0.000 0.000

CCA-3 0.339 1.88 386.32 0.72 0.000 0.000 0.000

Indian Ocean SST vs SPI

CCA-1 0.226 2.58 531.63 0.76 0.000 0.000 0.000

CCA-2 0.5437 1.26 218.25 0.60 0.018 0.017 0.017

CCA-3 0.8515 0.43 57.88 0.30 1.000 1.000 1.000

Pacific Ocean SST vs SPI

CCA-1 0.1328 4.90 722.78 0.84 0.000 0.000 0.000

CCA-2 0.4673 2.21 272.65 0.69 0.000 0.000 0.000

CCA-3 0.9089 0.38 34.33 0.27 1.000 1.000 1.000

Table 4: Association of canonical variates (temporal series of SST-U) with climate oscillations based on Pearson’s

correlation. Observed correlation are statistically significant at α = 0.05 for only values in bold fonts.

Teleconnection ENSO PDO AMO AMM IOD MJO QBO

Atlantic Ocean SST

CCA-1 -0.14 -0.31 0.65 0.72 0.15 -0.23 -0.02

CCA-2 -0.17 -0.06 -0.19 0.15 -0.24 0.05 0.05

CCA-3 0.40 0.40 -0.20 0.29 -0.01 0.29 -0.07

Indian Ocean SST

CCA-1 0.40 0.18 -0.03 -0.07 0.44 0.38 0.10

CCA-2 0.13 0.05 -0.09 -0.26 0.48 0.13 0.01

CCA-3 0.1 0.05 0.22 -0.11 0.04 0.07 0.12

Pacific Ocean SST

CCA-1 0.89 0.53 -0.30 -0.26 0.30 0.69 0.08

CCA-2 -0.25 -0.23 0.13 0.07 -0.13 -0.15 -0.10

CCA-3 0.14 -0.04 0.18 -0.21 0.02 0.15 0.04
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Figure 9: Relationship of observed climate oscillations with leading modes of oceanic variability identified

from the canonical scheme that employs SPI evolutions over the Congo basin and SST anomalies from the

three oceans. Similar associations of canonical variates (temporal series of SST) with climate oscillations for

the remaining canonical modes are summarised in Table 4.

AMM/AMO (CCA-1, Fig. 6) and ENSO (CCA-1, Fig. 8), respectively, the modest relationship

between IOD index and the predictor time series (SST) from the canonical model confirm the

supporting role of the Indian ocean in driving the strength of ENSO and teleconnections

of the Atlantic ocean. The complementary influence of the latter and the Indian ocean on

rainfall variability and the distribution of land water storage in the African sub-region has

been reported (see, e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2018b; Bader and Latif, 2011; Farnsworth et al.,

2011; Nicholson and Selato, 2000; Giannini et al., 2003).

The coupled mode of observed variability of SPI patterns with Pacific SST (predictor time

series), show that comparatively, the equatorial Pacific ocean exerts the most influence on the

Congo basin extreme weather conditions. Apart from showing relatively the highest variability

(39.3%) compared to the other two oceans, this predictor time series corresponding to the first

canonical loadings (CCA-1, Fig. 8) show strong inter annual variability and association with
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SPI (r = 0.84), i.e., the predictand time series. The predictor time series (SST) of this leading

canonical mode are largely dominated by the ENSO signal, indicating a correlation of r = 0.89

with the ENSO index. Interestingly, the correlation results summarised in Table 4 also identify

other low frequency oscillations, e.g., PDO and MJO, amongst others as having significant

relationship with the predictor time series (SST). However, the structure of equatorial Pacific

SST pattern in the canonical loading whose corresponding temporal evolution (CCA-1, Fig. 8)

is ENSO related confirm the latter is arguably the prominent and principal forcing of the

spatio-temporal variability of droughts over the Congo basin. Even the SST anomalies of the

second canonical mode (CCA-2, Fig. 8) accounting for 32.4% of the total variability show

a strong correlation with SPI temporal patterns (r = 0.69, Table 3) and also explain some

variability (though weak) in both ENSO and PDO teleconnections (Table 4). Considering the

several indices of oceanic variability and their association with the predictor time series of the

Pacific ocean (Table 4), the coupled effect of the ENSO phenomenon is emphasized on the

one hand. The presence of other multiple physical mechanisms contributing to and regulating

climate variability in the Pacific on the other hand, is also insinuated.

4.3. Large scale climatic drivers

The considerable relationship between dominant SST canonical modes identified from the

three oceans and several global teleconnection indices (Table 4 and Fig. 9a-f) confirm that

the Congo basin is one of the climatic hotspots in Africa influenced by a sequence of oceanic

phenomenon and litany of large scale climatic drivers. As captured in Table 4, the fairly

strong association (p < 0.05) of the predictand timeseries obtained from the main portion of

the CCA procedure (the leading CCA modes from the Atlantic, Indian and Pacific oceans)

with ENSO/MJO (Fig. 9a), PDO (Fig. 9b), AMO (Fig. 9c), AMM (Fig. 9d) and perhaps

IOD (Fig. 9f) are not only indicative of global climate influence on the Congo basin’s extreme

weather events but suggest the logicality of assimilating these large scale climatic drivers in an

experimental set up that seeks to understand and model the impact of global climate not just

on drought evolutions but freshwater dynamics (e.g., surface runoff). Hence, understanding

the drivers of freshwater, drought variability and forecasting its episodes in the Congo basin

requires an inclusive approach incorporating these climate teleconnections. After a robust

training and validation that employed a close-loop nonlinear-autoregressive network with ex-

ternal input, these large scale climate modes were then used as regression covariates (e.g., Deo

and Şahin, 2015) for the forecast of future monthly SPI values. The statistical evaluation of
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Figure 10: Observed relationship between predicted SPI time series and observed global climate oscillations over

the Congo basin (i.e., the prediction was for 12 time steps). The SPI and climate modes used for simulation and

training were 372 time steps, i.e., from 1981−2012. This association is based on the 12 time steps of exogenous

variable not used in the simulation. The network model performance was examined while other metrics (R2

and r) were used in evaluating the relationship between the predicted SPI and climate mode.

the numerical results based on prediction skill metrics showed that Quasi Biennial Oscillation-

QBO (R2 = 0.84; r = 0.92), ENSO (R2 = 0.77; r = 0.88), AMO (R2 = 0.78; r = 0.88), AMM

(R2 = 0.72; r = 0.84) are the leading climate modes that explained considerable proportion of

variability in SPI patterns in the Congo basin (Figs. 10a-d). Even MJO (R2 = 0.68; r = 0.82)

(Fig. 10b) showed relatively higher predictive potential than IOD (R2 = 0.40; r = 0.63) and

PDO (R2 = 0.42; r = 0.65) (Figs. 10f-g). Interestingly, several repeated training based on

other activation functions of the nonlinear-autoregressive network scheme still indicated that

the predicted SPI time series were considerably associated with QBO, AMO, AMM, and ENSO

(Figs. 10a,d-f). The ANN autoregressive predictive framework show that apart from the 3-7

years spectral peaks in ENSO signal which is considerably associated with predicted SPI, the

2-3 years spectral energy in QBO is the most related to predicted SPI (R2 = 0.84) as opposed

to other teleconnections (Figs. 10a-g). Apart from ENSO and AMO, the MJO also shows
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strong predictive potential (R2 = 0.68) and aligns with other reports that demonstrates the

significant role of MJO on convection and precipitation anomalies in the region (e.g., Berhane

et al., 2015).

5. Discussion

5.1. Drought variability and intensities: impacts on terrestrial hydrology and ecosystem

In retrospect, there are two main historical periods in the Congo basin when several drought

intensities occurred. During these periods (1901 − 1920 and 1990 − 2010), not only were se-

vere and extreme droughts multi-decadal or multi-year (Fig. 4), the variability of dominant

temporal drought patterns were relatively higher as opposed to the period between 1920 and

1980 (Fig. 3), which appeared to be devoid of extreme drought episodes that covered up to

15% of the basin (except for 1949, 1958, and 1973). A comparative assessment of SPI and SRI

within these climatological and historical windows shows that there was a strong deviation in

their temporal evolutions largely accounting for the observed modest (1903− 1930) and poor

(1991−2010) associations compared to other periods (Fig. 5). Although antecedent conditions

exist, the SPI and SRI time series of the last two decades could imply that rainfall is not the

only driver of hydrological conditions in the Congo basin. Strong evapotranspiration losses

caused by significant declines in soil moisture and droughts (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2018c; Jung

et al., 2010) can alter hydrological regimes in the Congo basin. Whereas this may be the case

in the Congo basin, the physiographic properties of tributaries nourishing the Congo river do

have complex drainage systems that could create a non-stationary relationship between river

discharge and rainfall. Although aerial averaged rainfall over the Congo basin showed maxi-

mum association with the Congo river discharge, the latter actually explained a considerable

proportion of GRACE-terrestrial hydrological signal in the Congo basin (Ndehedehe et al.,

2018b). This relationship gives the notion that sink terms (runoff and evapotranspiration) in

the basin are significant triggers of hydrological conditions other than rainfall. Drought indi-

cators based on these terms and other biophysical variables (e.g., leaf area index, vegetation

condition index, land surface temperature, etc.) should be the focus of future investigations.

Specifically, those locations in the Congo basin where the SPI-SPEI relationship are poor or

non-existent (Supporting Information, S3) could be fundamental cornerstones that should fos-

ter such decisions for the data-limited and less studied region. Because they could improve

drought characterisation in a complex watershed as the Congo basin, and help inform the role
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of human activities (e.g., deforestation, land use change) in exacerbating drought events or as

hydrological drivers in the basin.

In drought propagation studies (e.g., Loon and Laaha, 2014), deviating meteorological

conditions (hydro-climatic extremes) impact the terrestrial hydrological cycle through a trickle

down effect that culminates in soil moisture and hydrological droughts. While processes such

as seasonality effects, catchment and climate characteristics largely affect drought propagation

(e.g., Van Loon et al., 2014), strong precipitation deficits in tropical climates would normally

result in reduced alimentation and temporary decrease in stream flows, storage reservoirs,

and freshwater stocks. However, this was not the case in the Congo basin (1995 − 2010)

as most drought episodes indicated by SPI are inconsistent with SRI, which as shown in

Fig. 5 is largely characterised by relatively wet conditions even during periods when droughts

persevered. It is unclear in the Congo basin if there are known physical and ecological processes

that play key roles in drought propagation. But the basin’s catchment stores (e.g., swamps,

lakes, reservoirs, soil column, groundwater, etc.), which create a prolonged reservoir memory

in the hydrological system could be a determinant in the delayed propagation of drought

signals or even its absence in the SRI data. The SRI of the last two decades in particular

alludes to the huge tropical wetland and surface water resources of the Congo basin such that

despite periods of extreme and severe droughts, the Congo river nonetheless, indicated wet

conditions. As the only river basin that seconds the Amazon river in terms of average yearly

discharge (i.e., about 40,200 m3 s−1), the amount of water filling and draining the basin (111

km3) is relatively large though still less than 50% of Amazon’s storage (see, Lee et al., 2011;

Alsdorf et al., 2010). This kind of storage capacity increases the catchments response time

to below-normal precipitation, creating a non-linear relationship and essentially results in an

asymmetric response of river discharge to a drought signal (e.g., Loon, 2013). Overall, the

observed change in the hydrological response of the Congo river to strong meteorological shift

since 1994 is not only hydrologically insightful but interesting and eminently informative for

a number of reasons.

Firstly, this change in hydrological response of the Congo river to strong deviations in

rainfall suggests the threshold of non-linear interactions and complex hydrological processes

in the basin. Against the backdrop of long term declines (1982− 2014) in land water storage

(including soil moisture), and significant negative trends in GRACE-terrestrial water storage-

TWS changes (2003 − 2013) observed over the basin (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2018b; Ahmed

et al., 2014), the SRI time series do not completely reflect these conditions, especially between
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1995 and 2010. It is therefore vital to rely on multivariate drought index (see, e.g., Ndehedehe

et al., 2016b; AghaKouchak, 2015; Hao and AghaKouchak, 2014), or in other words, multiple

drought indices derived from other water budget indicators to effectively characterise hydrolog-

ical drought and model key hydrological metrics. Secondly, it provides a mechanistic pathway

to productively engage and revisit ecosystem response to extreme drought in the Congo basin.

The observed drought in the Congo basin between 1991 and 2010 (PC1, Figs. 3 and Fig. 5) is

consistent with the results of Spinoni et al. (2014) who observed on a global scale, prolonged

and severe droughts during the same period (1991 − 2010) over the Congo basin, Amazon

Forest, and North Eastern China, amongst other regions. Further, the droughts in the Congo

basin during the same period triggered the pervasive decline in forest greenness in the huge

vegetation blocks of Central African Republic (see, Zhou et al., 2014). The Amazon basin

with similar hydrology to that of the Congo was not left out. It experienced amongst other

things, large basin-wide losses of biomass due to the 2005 drought and a basin-wide impact of

the 2010 drought on tree growth rates across Amazonia (see, Feldpausch et al., 2016). For the

Congo basin, there may be some concerns on ecosystem carbon cycle as droughts are known

to influence the equilibrium in terrestrial carbon by changing the rates of carbon uptake by

photosynthesis and release by total ecosystem respiration, in addition to the coupling between

the latter and the former (see, van der Molen et al., 2011). Stressing on the impacts of long

term droughts on tropical rainforest systems, Zhou et al. (2014) argued that the persistent

drying of the basin could lead to compositional and structural changes in the Congolese forest.

As home to the world’s second largest rainforest block (e.g., Oslisly et al., 2013), it is critical

to advance our knowledge on long term effects of droughts on ecophysiology and ecosystem

dynamics. This can be achieved in future studies through well crafted hypothesis that seeks

to understand both the physiological (e.g., preventing water loss through stomatal closure)

and structural (leaf area reduction caused by early leaf senescence) response of vegetation to

drought (e.g., van der Molen et al., 2011) in the Congo basin.

5.2. Influence of global climate modes on drought evolutions

Rainfall variability in several African hydrological hotspots is affected by the plenitude

of global climate modes similar to other regions of the world (e.g., Diatta and Fink, 2014;

Giannini et al., 2013; Bader and Latif, 2011; Nicholson et al., 2000). In West Africa, to

be specific, a number of climate studies have attributed, inter alia, the strong variability

in rainfall to atmospheric circulation features, remote climate indices and teleconnections,
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and land-ocean contrast (see, e.g., Diatta and Fink, 2014; Boone et al., 2009; Lebel and Ali,

2009; Giannini et al., 2008; Nicholson and Grist, 2001). Interestingly, some of these climate

teleconnection indices and low frequency oscillations e.g., ENSO, Pacific Decadal Oscillations

(PDO), Indian Ocean Dipole (IOD) and AMO, have also been identified as relevant competing

physical mechanisms that drives meteorological processes and the variability of droughts and

extreme wet conditions both at catchment, regional/continent-wide scales (e.g., Ndehedehe

et al., 2016b,c; Paeth et al., 2012; Nicholson et al., 2000; Polo et al., 2008).

However, the Congo basin is one hydrologically pristine location in the globe where little

is known about the influence of these indices of oceanic forcings and variability on drought

development. Results from the canonical scheme suggest that drought development and its

characteristics in the Congo basin are largely perturbed by the surrounding oceans. A number

of independent climate oscillations (ENSO, AMO, AMM, IOD, PDO, and MJO), which are

predominantly characterized by SST or explain a considerable proportion of variability in the

SST anomalies were found to be significantly associated with SPI patterns over the Congo basin

(Tables 3 and 4; Figs. 9a-e). The interannual or decadal variability of drought is extremely

complex in the basin and suggest that several factors modulate its evolutions. These factors

as presented in Section 4.2 are in the similitude of a general warming or cooling of the SST

of the north Atlantic, Indian, and the central equatorial Pacific oceans. This conclusion is

not far from other diagnostic reports on the role of SST fluctuations on drought and rainfall

variability in the basin. For example, the key factors that govern the complex changes in

precipitation patterns in West Central Africa as identified by Balas et al. (2007) include SST

anomalies along the Benguela Coast, and warming or cooling of the three oceans (Atlantic,

Indian, and Pacific). Recently, Dyer et al. (2017) suggests that understanding the link between

the large-scale circulation patterns over the Indian Ocean and the local circulation over the

Congo basin is key to future projections of the basin’s precipitation.

Some recent studies linking the influence of ENSO and IOD on drought regimes over

Western, Eastern, and Southern Africa are gradually increasing (e.g., Gizaw and Gan, 2017;

Ndehedehe et al., 2016b; Andam-Akorful et al., 2017; Ujeneza and Abiodun, 2015). In the light

of such influence and the largely perceived impacts of the coupled variability of ENSO and

IOD on Africa’s precipitation, Williams and Hanan (2011) earlier advocated for the analyses

of the simultaneous states of ENSO and IOD when examining influences on hydro-climatic and

ecological conditions across Africa. This call was predicated on the observed influence of these

teleconnections on photosynthesis across much of Africa linked to anomalies in rainfall and
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vegetation greenness. It is important to note however, that human interventions, e.g., land use

change also trigger precipitation deficits and impacts on land surface conditions in the Congo

basin. This was demonstrated, for example, by Nogherotto et al. (2013) who found that

decreased evaporation over deforested areas resulted in heat low and reduced precipitation.

Beyond the African continent, the influence of tropical oceans on droughts are well known.

The North Atlantic SSTs, for instance, have been described as principal drivers of decadal and

centennial timescale circulation and droughts in North America (Feng et al., 2011). In India,

observed variability in monsoon droughts has been linked to tropical SST (Kumar et al., 2013).

Furthermore, White et al. (2004) argued that several climatic signals at different time scales

(e.g., quasi-biennial, interannual, and inter-decadal, etc.) associated with global SST and sea

level pressure (SLP), influence the occurrence of drought episodes in Australia with global

interdecadal oscillation being a dominant climate signal that contributed to lasting droughts

every 15 to 25 years during the 20th century. The synergy between Indian Ocean SST and

an occasionally warming of the SST of the eastern Atlantic Ocean is known to have induced

lasting and various drought intensities across the African continent (Giannini et al., 2003)

while the Walker circulations, ENSO, and SST modulate rainfall variability in the Congo

basin (e.g., Ndehedehe et al., 2018b; Farnsworth et al., 2011; Nicholson and Selato, 2000).

It is also reported that a return to wet conditions over Africa (1995–2010) was related to

the deep convection over the Congo region, which spreads to other sub-regions through local

atmospheric circulations (Jury, 2013). Whereas this emphasizes the importance of the Congo

precipitation, the direct influence of changes in precipitation caused by land-ocean contrast and

perhaps climate oscillations could have consequences not just on the Congo basin hydrology

but other regions whose hydrology and local precipitation patterns are also remotely influenced

by the Congo basin. Therefore, if long term precipitation deficits are already impacting on

freshwater dynamics and the basin’s eco-hydrology as some reports indicate (e.g., Ndehedehe

et al., 2018b; Hua et al., 2016; Ahmed et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2014), then the results in

the current study supports the notion that it is ideal and perhaps logical to integrate leading

modes of tropical variability from these oceans in the modelling and forecast of freshwater

water availability over the Congo basin.

It is true that ENSO, which is characterized by SST and surface pressure anomalies across

the Pacific Ocean (e.g., Williams and Hanan, 2011) is the largest inter-annual climate phe-

nomenon known to have significant influence on droughts and hydro-meteorological processes

in many regions of the world. Indeed, our canonical scheme confirm that amongst other global
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climate signals, the central pacific ENSO event is a major index of oceanic variability that influ-

ences the occurrence and variability in drought episodes in the region. The less reported QBO

signal however, showed relatively stronger predictive potential than ENSO and other higher

frequency oscillations. It is interesting to know that multi-decadal signals from the Atlantic

ocean (AMO and AMM) also yielded relatively strong association with SPI patterns. This

further echoes the influence of the north Atlantic ocean over the climate of basin. Overall, this

study reveal that large scale climatic signals associated with extreme hydro-meteorological con-

ditions in the Congo basin are predominantly characterised by quasi-biennial, multi-decadal,

and inter-annual oscillations. Incorporating these large scale climatic drivers in a multivari-

ate non-parametric forecast scheme could improve the prediction of freshwater availability in

the basin, especially the flow dynamics of the Congo river. Such improvement are useful not

only in the further development of global and regional climate models but also in supporting

proactive water resources planning.

6. Conclusion

Climate related environmental risks have grown astronomically in the last few decades

of the 20th century resulting in substantial loss of biodiversity, food insecurity and national

income. The increase in global land areas affected by numerous drought intensities, in clear

terms, does not only indicate the non-inviolability of terrestrial ecosystems but also alludes

to the multiple risks of the cascading impacts of droughts on humanity. As opposed to other

prominent hydrological regions with a sufficient understanding of drought occurrence and the

complex interactions of multi-scale global climate signals on its development and propagation,

little is known about large scale climatic drivers that are associated with drought antecedents

and its temporal evolutions in the Congo basin. Given the eminent contribution of the Congo

basin to global climate, the knowledge of potential connections between multi-scale global

climate signals and drought variability in the basin will support regional predictions and in-

crease drought preparedness and improve mitigation strategies that will foster complementary

interventions. To understand significant hydro-climatic shifts (long term spatio-temporal evo-

lutions of drought patterns) and diagnose the influence of climate variability drivers in the

basin, standardised precipitation index (SPI) and global sea surface temperature anomalies

were integrated in a statistical predictive framework that combines multivariate techniques

and non-linear autoregressive standard neural network to explicitly examine the role of global

climate on drought evolutions in the Congo basin.
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The historical drought patterns of the Congo basin show that in climatological peri-

ods/decades (1901 − 1930 and 1991 − 2014) characterised by severe and extreme multi-year

droughts, observed variabilities of dominant temporal drought patterns were relatively higher

as opposed to periods that were predominantly wet. The predominance of moderate drought

events over the period in the Congo basin remained static, largely affecting about 10% of the

basin as opposed to the somewhat pervasive influence of extreme drought, which fluctuated

between more than 50% at the start of the century and about 40% between 1994 and early

2006. A critical assessment of the last 3 decades (between 1984 and 2014) could imply the

hydrological conditions of the basin have been relatively unfavourable. In fact, considering the

evidence based on the evolving patterns of drought intensities after 1918, we believe the Congo

basin, relative to the first half of the 20th century may be getting drier. Whereas this agrees

with climate projections of increasing drought episodes under a warming climate, there could

be grave implications on carbon storage as droughts are known to perturb the equilibrium in

terrestrial carbon. Also, considering recent reports on the Congo hydrology, which converge on

the negative trends in land water storage observed in the last decade, then other implications

could be on freshwater dynamics, biodiversity, and the numerous hydro-ecological assets of the

Congo basin.

Further, unmitigated shift in the hydrological response of the Congo river after 1994 to

rainfall variability are informative and provides new perspectives in watershed-scale hydro-

climatic studies of the basin. Firstly, it signals the threshold of non-linear interactions and

complex hydrological processes in the basin. Against the backdrop of previous reports showing

long term declines (1982− 2014) in land water storage (including soil moisture) and biophys-

ical variables over the basin, the SRI time series in this study do not absolutely reflect these

conditions, especially between 1995 and 2010. Secondly, it provides a mechanistic pathway to

productively engage and revisit ecosystem response to extreme drought in the Congo basin

and anthropogenic contributions in reshaping the stability of the basin’s hydrological regimes.

Hence, to study drought effectively in complex watersheds as is the case in the Congo basin, we

must rely on multiple drought indices derived from other water budget and biophysical vari-

ables. This could improve our knowledge of drought variability from multiple perspectives, i.e.,

in terms of its propagation and impacts on hydrological processes, biodiversity, and ecosystem

services. The inclusion of biophysical variables (e.g., vegetation indices) in future investiga-

tions could enhance the characterisation of several drought intensities and, help inform on the

role of human activities (e.g., deforestation, land use change) in exacerbating drought events
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or as hydrological drivers in the basin.

The canonical scheme employed in this study confirm the strong association (r = 0.89) of

central Pacific ENSO signal with SPI patterns amongst other global climate signals. Although

the Indian Ocean and prominent indices of oceanic variability e.g., ENSO induce large de-

partures in African rainfall, this study show that other relevant multi-scale ocean-atmosphere

phenomena (i.e., MJO, QBO, AMM, AMO, etc.), in addition to ENSO, play key roles in ex-

treme hydro-meteorological conditions over the Congo basin. The statistical evaluation of the

numerical results based on prediction skill metrics showed that QBO, ENSO, and AMO are the

leading global multi-scale global climate signals with strong forward predictive power of SPI

fluctuations in the Congo basin. The perceived links between some of these climate oscillations

and space-time evolutions of extreme events appear to be a slight shift in the climate narrative

of central or equatorial Africa that beckons on further diagnostic studies. However, it also sug-

gest that the inclusion of these climate variability drivers in a non-parametric autoregressive

forecast scheme optimizes the forward predictive skill of drought signals in the basin. Notably,

this knowledge of future SPI signals in the Congo basin is eminently vital to drought risk

mitigation and evaluation of the cascading impacts of droughts on relevant hydrological stores

and agriculture. On the mechanistic understanding of how some of these teleconnections, e.g.,

QBO and other climate oscillations from the Atlantic could contribute to the variability in

SPI evolutions over the Congo basin deserves further consideration and attention. Hence, the

results here should be interpreted with caution as we look forward to future studies that will

further assess the nature of the connection between these teleconnections and extreme events

over the region.
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Highlights

• Coupled variability of SPI with surrounding oceans and global climate modes examined

• Congo basin droughts affected between 50% and 40% land area during the last century

• Congo basin is characterised by multi-year droughts and has somewhat become drier.

• Hydrological regimes of the Congo river changed after 1994 due to drought intensity

• ENSO, QBO, MJO, and AMO are global multi-scale climate signals associated with SPI
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